See how it works: Travel Agencies

Travel agency **website**

**Travel booking**
The customer orders a trip through your app or website and enters payment information.

Wallester **platform**

**Virtual card issuance**
The virtual card is issued to pay for accommodation, transportation and other travel-related expenses.

Travel service **providers**

**Funds debited**
The Virtual Card is used by travel service providers just like any other VISA card.

**Expense estimation**
The expense estimation system permits to minimize the risk of fraud and guarantee that the funds are used for the intended purposes only.

Wallester platform connects to the network required for authentication.

**Notification Receipt**
Thanks to Wallester notification interface, your customers receive transaction notifications in real time.

**Funds Transfer**
Funds are instantly transferred to the card in real time once the transaction is confirmed.

**Transaction completion**
The authorization is successful and the payment is confirmed.